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Abstract: The web application for disaster management can provide all the helpline and it is used for public welfare 

and efficient management of disaster. However the existing system have some such like less accuracy and less 

prediction. This paper present web application for disaster management for public welfare and efficient management 

easily. This application include all the detail about help lines and government bodies to be contact in the stage of 

emergency. Then we have to upload all the news. We have all the government data set and disaster dataset. All the 

dataset have to analyze then those information are sort it based on user needs. Then it uploaded to this web app. GPS 

and hazard mapping is used to identify the areas of concern and giving the exact location along with a future prediction. 

This web application is developed by using HTML, CSS, Bootstrap and Python. This papers main goal is to develop a 

web app for disaster management. This system is very  useful for at the time of disaster.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The past disaster management systems are widely existing at many places due to some disadvantages. However our 

web application for disaster management have a)quick prediction b)accuracy c)increased searching speed d)predict the 

exact location of concern areas e)user can search for the helpline at any point of time. This paper present the web app 

that is used for disaster management for public welfare and efficient management of disaster. Recent natural disaster 

have highlighted the need for disaster preparedness . planning and management. In this paper we focus on developing 

an ontology structure of element for web based disaster management system. This ontology structure is further coded 

into a web based system that allowing easy online access. People can access this app at any time at anywhere . This 

system have interface that provide easier communication. Whatever happened during the disaster ,people can updated 

the information news happening around the world through the internet. Once the user logged the web app ,the user can 

get all the information and the system also provide feedback form for sharing users review. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed system includes various details about  disasters, concern areas, helpline, government bodies, shelter 

homes. This web application used for accessing any information and basic needs for users at the stage of emergency. In 

this system we use the GPS and hazard mapping technique so we can identify the areas of concern and giving the exact 

location along with the future predictions .It include all the details of the helpline of the government bodies to be 

contacted in the stage of emergency. The software should have an add on version for shelter or rescue homes .path 

finding and random forest algorithm are used.HTML ,CSS,PYTHON are the core language used for developing this 

software. The user can upload  any information  related to this . they can also access any information at any time by 

using this web application. 

 

III. MODULES 
  

Administration System: 
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The administration system has admin login, and database .The admin controls the entire software .the genuinity and 

trustworthy of the application relies on this domain .Admin will have the cross heck over each and every aspect of the 

app which include the database along with the client post. Updation and notifications  will be send to the users on a 

particular interval of time .  

 

Technical input: There will be a highly confidential login details for the admin in the first setup. 

 

User/client system: The entire system is developed with various aspects of database and helping hands in order for the 

complete client satisfication. The user system has user sign up and login. Once the user logged to this system , the user 

can view the details and give the user feedback. Forum also included in the user system so the user will update any 

information regarding this .Interface between the admins can be made easy by using the datasets . 

 

IV. TECHNICAL SETUP 

 

1)User registration/sign up 

2)login[valid id is must] 

3)post option[help or data notification] 

4)application tracking[to end] 

5)feedback options 

 
 

V. DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM: 

 

Data collection system is the core of this app and it also serve as an interface between the admin ,client ad rescue team.  

The data collection system include the geographical map ,hazard mapping  and other data’s like number of  people 

cattles etc..in a given area along with its vegetation .climate predictions are tied up with weather forecast department 

which adds on the app to be all in one self dependent app. The data includes the statistical analysis of requirements 

volunteers ,basic needs etc.. in a particular area or rescue homes.  The core sections makes the app superior over all 

other innovations  as of a trustworthy and dependent app. 

 

Dataset:  
This  include all the details of the government bodies and disasters that happened nearby .All the dataset have to 

analyze then those information are sorted based on the user needs .then it uploads to this website . 

 

Data Preprocessor: 

It converts quantity into numbers and used for classification .Classification and regression are involved in this process. 

SVM algorithm are used for the classification and regression purposes .it used for analyzing data and used for the 

classification   and regression .dresses and foods can be classified based on the priority .they can be set to used 

differently by the gender. 

 

Data Prediction: 

The final stage of the data set is data prediction. 

 

          It predicts the path and vulnerable area to be affected by the disaster.it uses the path finding algorithms are used 

for  finding the shortest path. 

 

          The machine learning algorithms are used here .mostly the predictions are based on the algorithms that are used 

in the system. This plays a major role in the data predictions .all the algorithms are practically executed  . 
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Data visualization 
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The updations in a certain period could help the user to hold the system .though we have enough network connectivity 

offline mode can also be used to save data . trustworthy and genuinity is the major concern for the user and here we offer 

those. Notifications will help the user to understand the situation and then act accordingly .notification and updations will 

be send periodically to make sure that the user hangs on our systems. The new add on versions will be available to the 

user in a particular interval of time .once the user logged in to the web page he can get all the information and the system 

also provide feedback for sharing the users review .offline mode  specification will be added to the system which could 

help the user to view or access the information anywhere at anytime 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

This project deals with the major technique that a web application could hold (i.e) data analytic and machine learning 

.the information can be easily accessed which is provided by the government .this system saves time and resources when 

compared the existing system updates will be carried out by the admin while crosschecking information that is being noti 
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